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Wireless CCTV

Wireless Video Transmitters

MiniMITs

... easily transmit CVBS video
up to 1km* without wires !!

200m*

ff Digital Transmission

ff Whisper Mode

ff Privacy Pairing

ff Power Pass-Through

ff 200m Standard TX - No Wires

ff Mini Size - H80 x W40mm Excl. Antenna

ff 1km TX with Extra Antennas

Use it ...
 To transmit a CCTV camera image over roads or "hard to cable" terrain
 To transmit the CCTV cameras from wildlife cameras back to a recorder
 To transmit DVR/NVR CVBS output wirelessly to another location
 To transmit CCTV camera images from one building to another

I

f you need to get a video signal from one location to another wirelessly, then
the MiniMits may be a suitable solution for you.
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The MiniMit can ONLY transmit standard analogue video (CVBS), but as most
4-in-1 CCTV cameras have a CVBS output they can be used to provide wireless
CCTV where cabling just isn’t an option. It is not commercially feasible to
wirelessly transmit TVI, CVI or AHD due to cost, but the quality transmission
of the CVBS signal by the MiniMits provides a good affordable solution and is
a great problem solver.

LCD

up to 200m*

MiniMits can transmit standard CVBS video up to up 200M with the
antennas provided and this can be boosted to 1km with the use of
optional directional antennas (below). MiniMit is a compact version
of the original VideoMitter and it’s quite easy to accommodate it
in a suitable enclosure. Installers can mount this with the use of
appropriate double sided sticky pads.
*Up to 200m standard TX distance as supplied, can be enhanced up to
1KM with additional antennas such as model AER550.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

DVR

Video Input - CVBS
2.4Ghz Frequency
Up to 1km (with Additional Antenna)
12V DC - 2.1mm DC Socket
Current - 190mA (PSU Required)
Video Connection - BNC
Antenna - RP SMA Female
H80 x W40 x D18mm

Power In

Add-ons

Order Codes
Code

Description

MINIMITS

Video TX & RX Pair (inc 2 Antennas)

ABS
Enclosure
Fits TX or RX
BOX415

High Gain, Directional
Parabolic Antenna
(up to 1km range)
AER550

VideoMitter
Antenna
Extension Cables 5M long
CON910

Directional
Parabolic
Antennas
AER538

Installer Details:
Watch the video
here on our new
YouTube channel
"System Q CCTV"
DISCLAIMER: The technical specifications contained are given in good faith as being accurate but due to a continued program of improvement may change from time to time
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